Structured Reporting in Cancer Imaging: Reaching the Quality Dimension in Communication
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Medical imaging is uniquely positioned to play a pivotal role at many points in the cancer patient journey, from early detection as part of screening through to survivorship and/or end of life care. Reliance on imaging to contribute to decision making is substantive; a review of Cancer Care Ontario’s Lung Diagnostic Pathway revealed 22 touch points where a patient may have imaging as part of their diagnostic work-up (Cancer Care Ontario 2012a).

The value of radiology depends not only on the image produced, but also on the contribution to patient management decisions and clinical outcomes. To improve outcomes and to enhance patient care, we need to ensure that the end product of an imaging examination — the report — provides the information needed for optimum patient management. Although medicine is constantly evolving, radiological reporting has remained virtually unchanged. The format and quality of radiological reporting needs to evolve. Pathology reporting and surgical reporting are already undergoing changes (Cancer Care Ontario 2012b; Canadian Partnership Against Cancer 2012; Simpson et al, 2015). The time has come for quality improvement of radiology reporting related to cancer patients.

Radiology Report

Over the last 120 years report generation by radiologists has evolved from handwritten, to transcribed, to voice recognition formats, with little change in content and structure. The earliest known x-ray report (Reiner and Knight 2004) could easily be mistaken for a report created in 2015. The radiology report is the primary communication tool between the radiologist and the referring physician, other radiologists who may reference the report during follow-up exams, and —
increasingly — the patient. To facilitate clinical decision-making, the report must contain accurate information and address any specific clinical questions in language that is clear and understandable (American College of Radiology (ACR) 2014a). For efficiency and clarity, this information needs to be easily extracted from the report.

Current reporting standards for cancer or other indications are narrative; reports are created, stored and viewed as free text. Details are hidden within the report and can only be found by reading the report in its entirety. There is considerable variability in how radiologists report the same types of examinations (Goergen 2011). This makes extraction of key clinical information difficult and time-consuming, and may lead to miscommunication of information and suboptimal patient care. Deficiencies in radiology reports have been identified and attributed to lack of organisation, clarity, succinctness and completeness (Johnson et al. 2004). Information that is necessary for decision-making can be missing (Naik et al. 2001). To help alleviate some of the issues of miscommunication and/or completeness, referring physicians have indicated a preference for structured reports (Naik et al. 2001; Schwartz et al. 2011).

If the radiology report is lacking information or lacks clarity, the test cannot fulfill the functions outlined in the definition of appropriateness. The examination may be appropriately ordered, but if the needed information from the examination is not extracted and not reported than the expected impact on patient outcomes cannot be achieved.

In attempts to improve quality, various organisations have produced guidelines that outline the essential components of a report (Hall 2000; Stolberg 2002; Ridley 2002; ACR 2014a; Goergen 2011; Kahn et al. 2009). Based on these guidelines, a list of report content elements common to all radiologists’ reports has been compiled and grouped into four categories:

1. Demographics;
2. Relevant clinical information;
3. Body of the report;
4. Impression (conclusion or diagnosis).

Although these guidelines define the high-level content areas of a quality radiology report, there is limited or a complete lack of direction regarding how to most effectively convey this information to the referring physician.

Stakeholders

If we map what happens to a cancer imaging report we see that the contents are needed by more than just the referring physician. Stakeholders include patients and family members, family doctors, oncologists, the healthcare team, pathologists, radiologists, multidisciplinary tumour boards, collaborative staging, etc. As an example, a CT lung cancer staging report may be used by up to 16 stakeholders (see Figure 1), creating 16 opportunities for information to be erroneously interpreted. Each stakeholder may also have specific needs regarding the content.

Radiology Communication Matrix

The clinical expectations and the information provided or not provided in the radiology report can be presented in a communication matrix (see Table 1). One dimension is the clinical expectation — what information stakeholders do or do not need. The second dimension is the information provided or not provided in the radiology report.

Ideally the radiology report would provide all the information needed by the stakeholder. Information provided in the report but not needed is relative and can vary between stakeholders. The radiology report is expected to provide the information that will impact on the clinical management decision at every point of the cancer journey in which imaging is required. However, recent literature demonstrates that this is not occurring a substantial portion of the time. Marcal et al. (2015) assessed the content of radiology reports for pancreatic cancer and noted many instances where the required information was not provided (see Table 2). Similar observations have also been made by Sahni et al. (2015) for rectal cancer (see Table 3).

Structured Reporting

To decrease variability and improve quality of radiology reports, structured reporting is advocated (Schwartz et al. 2011). The terms structured and standardised reporting have been used interchangeably in the literature and are a source of confusion. Even more confusing is the use of the following additional terms: standardised structured reporting, standardised electronic reporting,
Structured reporting uses elements arranged in a pattern of organisation, headers, that form the foundation of the report (Weiss et al 2008). These can be elementary to use — only subject headers — or be more advanced to include subsections, ie organs and measurements. To the structured reports can be added **standardised elements** — components of the report that can be expected to be reported in the same way across radiologists.

**Synoptic reports** are structured reports in which the various structured and standardised elements are found in discrete minable fields. At [Cancer Care Ontario](https://www.cancer.ca), synoptic reporting pertaining to pathology is described as reporting that uses an "...electronic report in discrete data field format (ie each type of information has a specific place and format in the report) that allows for the standardised collection, transmission, storage, retrieval and sharing of data between clinical information systems." (Cancer Care Ontario 2012b).

In the absence of consensus-based definitions for levels of structured reporting in radiology, we propose the following as working definitions (see Table 4). Having a spectrum from Level 1 to Level 6 with clearly distinguishing characteristics (describing content structure and content governance) is helpful in understanding the current status of reporting and in planning for the future.

The implementation of voice recognition software has allowed for the development and use of structured elements or templates. These templates allow for consistent format. At this time there are limitations with these systems with respect to moving from ‘structured’ to ‘synoptic’. However, enhanced data usage to benefit patient care (eg, real-time clinical staging or the contribution of specific imaging results in ‘personalised’ approaches to care) and interest in quality improvement activities such as peer review or correlation with synoptic pathology data is helping to move the field forward.

**Benefits and Potential of Structured Reporting**

Structured reporting has benefits for various stakeholders:

**Patients**

- Facilitates decision-making for treatment, ensuring communication is complete and efficient.<
- Important information is highlighted, facilitating direct, meaningful discussion with the referring physician in an environment where time is often limited.

**Referring Physicians**

- Improved communication (Al-Sukhni et al. 2013) allows for quick and accurate review of the complete radiological information needed for decision making.
- Provides a consistent format for discussion at multidisciplinary case conferences and comparisons over time (eg, treatment response assessment, monitoring progression, etc).

**Radiologists**

- Improves report completeness.
- Increases efficiency by decreasing the frequency of interaction with referring physicians due to “missing information” and decreasing the need for second reads.
- Easier to compare to previous reports and to follow effectiveness of treatment.

**System**

- Provides a foundation to facilitate system-level quality improvement oversight — eg, identification of patterns of care, outcomes, and data-driven system oversight (eg, appropriateness, system-level peer review).
- Discrete (synoptic) data fields enable tailored reporting to meet the needs of individual stakeholders; a single report can look different depending on the end user.
- Educational guidance through predefined standardised elements; structured reports provide a resource to radiologists to guide in the reporting of less common pathology, as well as a consistent standardised format for radiology residents to learn about and to understand the important elements of the radiology report.
- Additional benefits can be gained by linking radiology, pathology and surgical standardised (synoptic) reports. Creating a common, automated, interoperable informatics data model would allow for near real-time staging with timely decisions for patient management. Enhancing the electronic automation of staging data collection and combining radiologic and pathologic...
data leads to timely surveillance and planning analysis within the cancer system. Linking the data will result in improved assessment of tumour burden, tumour aggressiveness and tumour characteristics. Comparing linked fields will identify discrepancies and allow for feedback to both radiologists and pathologists. An automated, interoperable data model enables the development of radiology and radiology/pathology quality indicators, i.e., comparison of clinical and final pathological stages as a quality indicator (does it correlate with time interval between suspicion and treatment?; is the radiological staging appropriate?)

- More accessible data, facilitating secondary use of clinical data and data mining: increases the efficiency of central cancer registry data collection; improves population-based research, and supporting informatics assessments of quality of care, practice variations, response rates, outcomes, costs, and various demographic and genetic effects.

**Cancer Care Ontario Cancer Imaging Structured Report Development**

In 2009 the [Cancer Imaging Program (CIP)](http://www.cancer.ca) was established at Cancer Care Ontario to improve the quality of cancer imaging. The opportunity to improve quality through better reporting and communication by the use of synoptic radiology reports led to the addition of “Synoptic Radiology Reporting” as a programme priority. The initiative is leveraging the knowledge gained from the development and implementation of provincial synoptic reporting for pathology, as well as the development of a synoptic report for pre-surgical staging of rectal cancer with MRI, a collaborative initiative between Cancer Care Ontario and the Canadian Cancer Society (Spiegle et al. 2009).

To provide expert, interdisciplinary guidance regarding clinical content standards, the Synoptic Radiology Reporting Clinical Advisory Panel was established in 2013. This panel determined the need for the creation of a document that would be used by disease-site and/or modality-specific expert subcommittees to guide the creation of cancer imaging synoptic reports. Two white papers were developed on the architecture of the synoptic report (Cancer Care Ontario 2014a) and on governance (Cancer Care Ontario 2014b).

The Synoptic Radiology Reporting Clinical Advisory Panel recommends that the synoptic reports should:

1. Be created by multidisciplinary expert groups.
2. Have content informed by evidence where this evidence is available.
3. Be aligned with appropriate overall clinical practice, as identified in disease pathways where they exist (e.g., Cancer Care Ontario’s disease pathways)
4. Contain minimum mandatory elements needed to support clinical decision-making. Optional elements may also be recommended, but should be identified as such.
5. Be clear and usable, and consider cross-referencing of data elements where applicable (e.g., previous imaging studies or pathology synoptic reports).

**Radiology Structured Reporting Initiatives**

Structured reports are not new to radiology. Modern radiology reporting is adopting more structured organisation and language, led by breast imaging reporting:

- **Breast imaging:** The [BI-RADS® Atlas](http://www.acr.org) provides standardised breast imaging findings terminology, report organisation, assessment structure and a classification system for mammography, ultrasound and MRI of the breast. Breast imaging reporting quality has improved through the use of the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data Systems (BI-RADS®) reporting format and lexicon (ACR 2013a);
- **Liver imaging:** The [Liver Imaging Reporting and Data System (LI-RADS)](http://www.acr.org) was created to standardise the reporting and data collection of CT and MR imaging for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) lexicon (ACR 2013b);
- **Prostate imaging:** The [Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System (PI-RADS)](http://www.acr.org) for prostate cancer (ACR 2015);
- **Lung imaging:** The [ACR Lung Imaging Reporting and Data System (Lung-RADS™)](http://www.acr.org) for lung cancer screening.
- **Report templates:** Société Française de Radiologie (SFR) has published [cancer reporting templates](http://www.sfr.org) (SFR 2015). The Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) Reporting Initiative is an online library of best practices radiology report templates including cancer-related reports (RSNA 2015).

Governance is an important consideration for quality report generation. To ensure structured radiology reports guide radiologists to provide all information required to meet the needs of all stakeholders, templates should be developed by multidisciplinary expert panels, guided by the best-available evidence. Breadth of jurisdictional representation (e.g., regional to — potentially — international) is also a consideration, depending on disease site and intended usage.
The list above provides examples of various initiatives intended to improve the quality of radiology reporting for select sites. However, fundamentally, the quality of all radiology reporting related to all cancer patients needs to improve.

Moving Forward with Cancer Imaging Structured Reporting

For structured reporting to gain acceptance in the broader radiology community will depend on governance, technology and mandatory use of structured reports. Structured reporting of cancer imaging needs a home where there are clear guidelines for development of structured reports and clear mechanisms for updating of the reports as new evidence emerges. In pathology, Cancer Care Ontario’s success can be attributed in part to the development and maintenance of the cancer checklists by the College of American Pathologists (Simpson et al 2015). Radiology needs to find a similar mechanism of creation and maintenance of evidence-based structured reports.

Reporting technology also needs to evolve, with seamless, effective integration of structured reporting into the radiologist workflow. This is key to ensuring success. Although many systems support templates, constructs such as conditional logic (eg, hiding options if not relevant) are not available, greatly impacting radiologist workflow. Additionally, the full benefit of synoptic reporting and data capture cannot be realised, as regardless of report ‘input,’ downstream systems such as the radiology information system (RIS) or hospital information system (HIS) only accept narrative-style reports.

The willingness of hospitals, health organisations, and/or government to mandate the use of structured reporting will also impact success. Sahni found that voluntary implementation of structured reporting resulted in an 80% uptake (Sahni et al. 2015). Voluntary implementation of the rectal cancer staging MRI structured report resulted in a 60 percent uptake (Sahni et al. 2015). Cancer patients require 100 percent uptake.

Conclusion

Structured reporting is not new in medical imaging and its use to improve quality is gaining momentum. Widespread acceptance of structured reporting will not be easy with the current barriers. As more high quality evidence-based structured reports are created and disseminated, as technology evolves, and as appropriate governance structures are developed the pressures for use of structured reporting will continue to grow. Radiologists can take the lead and work with industry to design reporting systems that are more efficient and systems that integrate the reporting process with the picture archiving and communication system (PACS) and the image review process. It is time for the radiology community, in collaboration with referring physicians, to move towards reporting that meets the needs of the ‘report reader’, who is making decisions regarding patient care, versus the ‘report generator’. This is our opportunity to improve the quality of care and make a real difference in patient outcomes.
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